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St Helena’s MPA 
is over 440,000 

square kilometres 
in size!

Illegal fishing includes 
extracting fish in areas 

of ocean which are 
closed to fishing, or a 
vessel not reporting 

their catch when they 
return to shore.  

An ecosystem is a 
natural environment 

and includes the plants 
and animals that live 

and interact with that 
environment.

Introduction
This pack will introduce and help you become familiar with just some of the job roles that exist to help protect the ocean around 
St Helena. It will also outline the skills and qualifications each role requires. 

Welcome to this interactive exercise booklet which explores the range of careers available in marine protection and management. 

Through the natural process of photosynthesis, the ocean produces  
over half of the world’s oxygen that each of us needs to breathe. At the  
same time, the ocean is absorbing greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide, 
which means it plays a significant role in combatting the problem of  
global climate change. 

The ocean is also important for local communities like St Helena and other coastal 
Territories. In these communities, jobs and livelihoods rely on ocean resources (like fishing 
and tourism), and therefore ensuring the marine environment is healthy and protected is 
vital for these marine based economies.

Yet the oceans are threatened by a number of major challenges, both on a global and local 
scale. 

Global climate change is impacting the temperature of the ocean and 
making it more acidic, which as a result impacts its ability to support 
marine life. More locally, challenges such as over- or illegal- fishing 
of fish species can severely impact food security. 

The UK Government is helping St Helena to deal with these 
challenges. They are doing this through something called the 
Blue Belt Programme. 

Why do we need to protect the ocean?

In 2016, St Helena created a Marine Protected Area,  
or MPA, for the ocean around the island. 

A Marine Protected Area is an area of ocean which is 
managed – according to an internationally agreed set of 
guidelines – with the aim of ensuring the marine life and 

natural resources within it are protected for the future. This 
brings benefits for both the environment (e.g. sustainable 

fish populations) and the local community 
(e.g. more jobs for local people). 

How can we protect the ocean?
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Each MPA has a set of specific rules and regulations put in place to manage how the area of 
ocean can be used. For example, these measures might include catch limits on different fish 

species, outline what tourism activities are permitted, or even close the area for human activity 
entirely. 

St Helena’s Marine Protected Area (Category VI) aims to conserve the marine ecosystems, 
together with the culture and traditions of the island, so it can be enjoyed by future Saints. 

This means activities like fishing and tourism are carefully managed to ensure the lowest 
impact on the marine environment. 

To make sure a MPA effectively protects the marine environment and supports the local 
community, a variety of different job roles and skills are needed.

This pack will introduce you to just some of the roles and marine careers 
that an MPA needs, and the individuals behind them. Each role will also 

have an exercise activity for you to complete. 

If you see this icon       make sure to double click and open up the  
attachment to help you.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/the-blue-belt-programme
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In this pack we’ll be introducing some individuals who work within these marine careers. They’ll give you an 
insight into the types of work they do and skills they need.  

As you progress through the pack, you’ll notice some roles are based on St Helena, while others are part of 
large organisations which are based abroad. 

For each role, familarise yourself with the work they involve by watching the video case study, 
reading the information, and finally completing the tailored activity.  

Start getting to know the roles and individuals below by clicking on the circles!

Supporting a Marine Protected Area: careers in 
marine protection

Marine Careers

Explore the roles needed to support the creation and maintenance of a 
Marine Protected Area. 
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Marine Scientist 

What is a Marine Scientist? 

A marine scientist collects and analyses data about the marine 

environment. This can include a wide range of things (both living 

and non-living), including assessing key habitats like St Helena’s 

rocky reefs and the behaviour of fish populations. They use this 

data to establish new findings and conclusions about the health of 

the marine environment. 
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Meet Serena, a Marine Scientist for the Blue Belt Programme: Activity 

1. Click the below links and watch the underwater footage captured around the Caribbean
(Anguilla, Cayman Islands and Montserrat) and the Pitcairn Islands (Pacific Ocean). These pieces of
footage were collected using cameras called Baited Remote Underwater Video Systems (BRUVS).
• Pitcairn Islands footage
• Caribbean footage

2. After watching the footage, investigate the following research questions:
•How do habitats differ in the Caribbean and the Pitcairn Islands?
•How many different marine species were visible in the Caribbean compared to the Pitcairn Islands?
•How did the abundance of fish species differ between the Caribbean and the Pitcairn Islands?
•Which habitat had more marine species, and why might that be?

3. Compile your findings and present them as a simple scientific report.  You can use the guidance
below to help you:
• Structure your answer so it includes:

o the objectives and aims of your report, including the questions you’ll be answering
o the methods you used to collect and analyse your data
o the data you collected for each question
o your key findings and conclusions.

• Make clear what your theories and conclusions are, using the evidence you have collected to support them.
• You can present your data in a number of different ways, such as visually (bar graphs for example), or in a
table.
• Bonus: In your report, can you highlight where the study may have
limitations and identify potential future areas for research that might be
needed?

Resources to help you:
• How to Write a Science Fair Project Report
• How To Write Science Practicals & Reports

3 skills needed to be Marine Scientist: 
 Analysis skills

 The ability to think critically, by asking questions and making observations.

 Problem solving

Marine Scientist

Essential qualifications:
 A university degree in a relative subject, such as Marine biology.

How do marine scientists help create and maintain an MPA?

Marine scientists often work from labs, but can also spend a lot of their time carrying out field work and 
collecting data from the environment. From the data and specimens they collect, they analyse these to 
make conclusions about the marine environment.  

This information is then used to recommend and inform how the MPA is managed and protected. 
There are a large range of different specialisms within this role, each with its own focus areas, research 
techniques and specialised equipment. For example, a fish ecologist focusses on the life cycle and 
behaviour of certain fish species, while a deep ocean scientist would focus on habitats and marine life in 
the deep ocean. 

Example: A scientist can collect information on the biomass – or the population size – of species of fish. 
By working this out, scientists can identify the maximum amount of fish – like grouper – that St Helena 

fisherman can catch, without overfishing them and causing the population to reduce significantly.
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https://youtu.be/q-miSW19sbs
https://youtu.be/t4NhXKxCFRk
https://www.thoughtco.com/write-a-science-fair-project-report-609072
https://www.hometutorsdirectory.co.uk/Articles/Writing_Science_Practicals.php
https://youtu.be/UacUAr_Vras
https://youtu.be/UacUAr_Vras
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MPA Manager 

What is an MPA Manager? 

This role oversees all aspects of the Marine Protected Area and 

works to ensure the overall aims and objectives of the MPA are 

met. 

From managing the budget, engaging with key stakeholders and 

ensuring the right equipment is in place, this role is key to ensuring 

all functions of the MPA are working effectively.

Meet Marianne, an MPA Manager for the Blue Belt Programme:

How do MPA managers help create and maintain an MPA?

MPA Managers play a key role in ensuring the effective running of an MPA. An MPA usually has an 
accompanying management plan, which sets out how the MPA is to operate and meet its goals. This role is 
responsible for delivering these goals and the work set out in the management plan. 

The work of an MPA manager is very varied. It can include hiring and managing the staff needed to make sure 
the work needed for the MPA is completed, overseeing the budget of the MPA to ensure its finances are well 
used, or overseeing and organising the delivery of field work and research programmes. 

Ultimately the MPA Manager ensures the MPA is running as it should, 
ensuring both the benefits for the environment and local  
community are being delivered.

Activity 

One of the goals of the St Helena Marine Management Plan (i.e. what we want the Marine Protected Area to 
achieve) is: Use of natural resources is managed sustainably, using evidence-based decisions for appropriate 
management of human activities, aimed at securing economic, food and cultural security for St Helena. 

Imagine you’re the MPA manager for the St Helena MPA. Pick one human activity (for example fishing or ma-
rine tourism). Think about what you and your team would need to do over the next year to achieve this objec-
tive and ensure that it is managed sustainably. Write a short plan that sets out: 

• What different things need to be done? (think about: monitoring and research; education and aware-

ness-raising; possible management measures for example, permits, zoning or voluntary codes of conduct;

writing new laws; compliance and enforcement)

• What do I need to be able to do this? (think about what resources you would need to do this e.g. what

equipment you might need and which people you would need to help you)

• Who else do I need to involve? (think about other stakeholders that you might need to involve to make this

successful)

• When does this need to be done? (think about the order you need to do things in to enable you to meet

your objective by the end of the year)

To help you to do this, design a short questionnaire and ask different members of the Marine Section team 
about the work they do that would help to achieve this objective, what resources (e.g. equipment, budget) they 
need and who else they work with. 

You can present all of your information in the plan here 

3 skills needed to be an MPA Manager: 
 Organisation

 Relationship building and people skills

 Communication

MPA Manager

Essential qualifications:
 A university degree in marine science (e.g. marine biology or oceanography) is useful but not

essential.

An MPA Management 
Plan is a document 
that Governments 

develop to agree and 
demonstrate how an 
MPA will be managed 

and achieve its 
objectives.

Resources to help you:
• St Helena Marine Management Plan: click here
• Information about the Marine Conservation Section unit at
St Helena Government: click here7 8

https://youtu.be/S6JASJOoowg
https://www.sainthelena.gov.sh/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Marine-Management-Plan.pdf
https://www.sainthelena.gov.sh/portfolios/environment-natural-resources-planning/environmental-management/marine-division/
https://youtu.be/S6JASJOoowg
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Policy Maker 

What is a Policy Maker? 

A policy sets out what a government hopes to achieve (its goals) 
and how it will do this. A policy is not law, but it may be necessary 
to pass new laws to achieve these goals.  

In the context of a Marine Protected Area, a policy maker creates 
policies that set out the government’s view on what activities are 
allowed to take place within the MPA and how these activities 

should be managed. 
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Meet Darren, a Policy Maker for St Helena Government:

How do policy makers help create and maintain an MPA? 

Policy makers play an essential role in enforcing the Marine Protected Area. They do this by setting out all 
of the detail of the MPA, for example the reasons for creating it and the rules it contains for those working 
within it.  

A number of policies will be created to ensure the MPA works as it should and achieves its objectives of 
protecting the marine environment. 

Creating a policy is a long process which involves working with a range of stakeholders – such as fishers, 
tourism operators and the local community itself – to collect their views and opinions on what is needed 
from a policy.  

A policy maker brings these opinions together, along with the scientific evidence collected by the marine 
scientist, and other important information, to create a policy. A good policy needs to find the balance 
between benefitting both the environment and the local community.

3 skills needed to be a Policy Maker: 
 Communication

 Ability to see the bigger picture

 Analysis – ability to clearly show where and how decisions were reached.

Policy Maker

Activity 

Below is an example of a policy that is in place in St Helena to help protect and enforce the Marine 
Protected Area: 

Example: The Marine Tourism policy for St Helena sets out what tourism activities (e.g. Whale 
shark watching) are allowed within the MPA, and how these activities should be managed and 
enforced. 

• Come up with a policy idea you think would be useful for protecting and sustainably managing St
Helena’s marine environment. Write this down below, think about how would your policy ensure the MPA
is used responsibly?

• Now you have your idea for a policy, map the stakeholders you would need to consult when researching
the impact of your policy. Click the link and map your stakeholders within this table:

• Write up a more detailed policy proposal for your idea, thinking about:

a. What is its objective?
b. Who would it impact and how?
c. How would you ensure all stakeholder needs are met?
d. How would you ensure, once your policy is implemented, it is working as it should?

Outline your policy proposal over two pages.

No essential qualifications are required. 
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https://youtu.be/nP8vLqfpIHg
https://youtu.be/nP8vLqfpIHg
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Legislator 

What is a Legislator? 

Legislators are professionals who help to write, advise on, and pass 
laws. Legislators often have specialised roles across different parts 
of the law-making process.

For example a legislator is responsible for the process of bringing 
new laws into place, otherwise known as ‘ratifying’ them. Once 

ratified, the local population have to abide by these laws. 
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Meet Kimberley, an Advisory Lawyer for the Blue Belt Programme:

How do lawyers help create and maintain an MPA? 

To make sure a Marine Protected Area is enforced and recognised by both the local population and 
internationally by other countries, it is key to turn it and other relevant policies into law. When something is 
enshrined in the law, it is then compulsory for all those within the boundaries of the Territory to follow the 
rules. 

Any new or updates to existing laws must be guided by government policy. Legislators then work to write these 
laws and pass them through the St Helena Government. A lot of consultation and evidence gathering goes into 
writing new laws, or updating existing ones, to ensure they meet the exact requirements needed. 

Legal professionals would work closely with other relevant stakeholders around the MPA – such as policy 
makers – to draft laws so they leave no loopholes and work as intended. 

Example: In 2021, St Helena Government passed a new law on fisheries legislation for the island. The new law 
was designed to help ensure sustainable management and protection of St Helena’s fisheries resources into 
the future. 

3 skills needed to be a Legislator: 
 Clear written skills

 Analytical skills

 Knowledge of the legal system

Legislator

Activity 

1. Think about why laws are needed in St Helena and for its Marine Protected Area.

a. What laws are you aware of?

b. What is the purpose of these laws?

c. What are the principles behind them?

Carry out some research into what different marine laws exist within St Helena. Make notes 
about what you find. 

2. Once you have found out some more, explore what Saint’s know about the laws which relate to St
Helena’s marine environment.

Create a mini-survey with at least 5  questions and use it to ask members of the public and marine 
users about what they know about the marine laws of St Helena.

Once you have over ten responses, write up your findings. Aim to include at least two charts to 
demonstrate and visualise your data. 

Essential qualifications:
 A university degree or equivalent in law.

Resources to help you:
• A general introduction to St Helena legislation: click here
• St Helena’s MPA: click here
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https://youtu.be/j7qOIMerRTM
https://www.sainthelena.gov.sh/government/legislation/general-introduction/
https://www.sainthelena.gov.sh/2016/public-announcements/st-helenas-marine-protected-area/
https://youtu.be/j7qOIMerRTM


Marine Enforcement Officer
What is a Marine Enforcement Officer? 

A marine enforcement ofcer protects St Helena’s ocean by 
ensuring those within the Marine Protected Area are following its 
rules and regulations. 

A marine enforcement ofcer works closely with those who use or 
work on the ocean (like fishers, or tourism operators) to help them 

make sure they are compliant with the rules.  
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Meet Jason, a marine enforcement officer for St Helena 
Government:

How do marine enforcement officers help create and maintain an 
MPA? 

Marine Enforcement Ofcers play a key role in ensuring the effective functioning of an MPA. Without them, 
there would be no way of ensuring the rules set out through the Marine Protected Area are followed. In other 
words, they give the MPA its ‘teeth’!

An enforcement ofcer uses a number of techniques to make sure those working or using the MPA are 
complying by its rules. These can range from:
• Educational and awareness raising techniques which ensure people understand what rules are in place and
why.
• Organising for individuals to go out with fishers as observers to check their activity.
• Carrying out inspections on vessels that are within the MPA.

To monitor the MPA, enforcement ofcers often use boats and ribs themselves to survey the marine area. They 
will also use information from other relevant roles, such as a satellite data analyst (see below for this role!), to 
get wider information from the MPA and use these to monitor for potential unlawful activity. If they find people 
breaking the rules, they will then need to address the situation by a combination of education, fixed penalties 
or fines, and in serious cases prosecution. 

3 skills needed to be a Marine Enforcement Officer: 
 Ability to know the MPAs rules/regulations and apply them in real-life situations

 Strong communication skills

 Integrity and the ability to apply the rules consistently across the board, especially in small
communities.

Marine Enforcement Officer

Activity 

Getting to know the tools used by Marine Enforcement Officers.

Marine Enforcement Ofcers use a number of methods and activities to ensure those within the MPA 
understand and comply with its rules and regulations.

It is your task to find out more about these tools and areas of work, and to explore how they support 
Enforcement Ofcers to do their work. 

Three of these are listed below:

• Fishing logbook

• St Helena fishing licence

• Fisheries observer

For each of the above:

(i) conduct some research to find out more and make notes

(ii) explain the purpose for the tool/or activity, and

(iii) outline how it supports the role of a Marine Enforcement Officer.

Resources to help you:

• What is Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing?

• St Helena fishing licence system

• Fisheries Observers

No essential qualifications are required. 
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https://youtu.be/u4-pIudKdh8
https://www.fao.org/iuu-fishing/background/what-is-iuu-fishing/en/
https://www.sainthelena.gov.sh/2020/news/new-fishing-licence-system/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisheries_observer
https://youtu.be/u4-pIudKdh8


Satellite Data Analyst
What is a Satellite Data Analyst? 

Photos taken by satellites in space can be used to monitor areas of 
ocean to assess the different marine activities that are taking place 
at that time. 

This is the job of a satellite data analyst, who examines the large 
amount of data collected by satellites and use it to monitor for 

potential unusual or unlawful activity. 
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Meet Louise, a satellite data analyst for the Blue Belt Programme:

How do satellite data analysts help create and maintain an MPA? 

Marine Protected Areas are often very large in size. Because of this, knowing exactly what human activities 
are taking place within this area of ocean is a huge challenge. 

A satellite data analyst helps combat this challenge. They can assess images of ocean taken from space, 
and identify different human activities taking place within it. This is a valuable tool for increasing general 
awareness relatively quickly of what is happening within large sections of remote ocean. 

This is particularly useful for monitoring for potentially illegal activity, and allowing near time data to be 
collected on where and when this activity is taking place. Enforcement ofcers can then use this to prevent 
or stop this activity. 

Example: A fishing vessel is catching fish in an area of the MPA which is closed off for fishing. This has been 
spotted on images taken by satellites, and reported to enforcement ofcers. Enforcement ofcers can use 
this data to visit the location in question, and inspect the suspect vessel. 

3 skills needed to be a Satellite Data Analyst: 
 Analytical skills

 Eye for detail

 Team work

Satellite Data Analyst

• Marine Trafc online tracks all vessels around the world. Which boats are currently around St Helena?

No essential qualifications are required. 

Activity 

With an annual budget of £500,000, you must complete a surveillance plan for the St Helena MPA using 
a combination of remote sensing and on-the-ground tools used by the Blue Belt Programme. Only use 
the tools you think are most suitable, you do not need to use them all. Each tool has its own strengths, 
weaknesses, and costs, and you will need to consider these to design the most suitable surveillance plan 
within your budget.

Scenario: There are three groups of fishers in the St Helena MPA: the inshore fishery, the offshore fishery, 
and illegal fishing boats from neighbouring countries. The inshore fishery targets species such as grouper 
and lobster within 30 nautical miles of the island. The offshore fishery mainly targets tuna species around 
the seamounts and takes place year-round. Commercial fishing boats from other countries sometimes 
fish illegally within the MPA using longlines to catch tuna and shark at the edge of the MPA and especially 
around Cardno Seamount (330 kilometres from St Helena). The risk is highest between April and July.

Find out what tools are available and complete your surveillance plan here: 

Resources to help you:
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https://youtu.be/BwL5sKooxy0
https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/home/centerx:-5.7/centery:-16.0/zoom:7
https://youtu.be/BwL5sKooxy0

		Tool

		Cost

		Area covered

		Resolution

		Challenges



		Automatic Identification System (AIS)

[image: A picture containing text, map, sky, colorful

Description automatically generated]

		£3,600 per year per licence

		Whole MPA

		Evidence of a boat within the MPA

		Can be turned off by boats; does to provide direct evidence of fishing



		Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

[image: A picture containing stone

Description automatically generated]

		£45,000 for 1 month of images

		Whole MPA

		Indicates presence of a boat

		Needs to be used in combination with AIS. No information about the boat’s identity; small boats are hard to detect.



		Optical imagery

[image: ]

		£10,000 per month

		A square of 15km by 15km

		Can show vessel identification / behaviour

		Covers a very small area. Needs daylight and no cloud so can only be used in months when skies are generally clear 



		Patrol vessel

[image: A large red and white ship

Description automatically generated with medium confidence]

		£750,000 to purchase. Then £240,00 per month

		10 to 100 km

		Can give reliable details of a vessel

		Patrol vessels are expensive to buy and run. They can only cover small areas and cannot operate at all times



		Drone

[image: A picture containing sky, aircraft, drone

Description automatically generated]

		£24,000 to purchase. Then £10,000 per year

		40 km from launch point

		Can give reliable details of a vessel

		Must be launched from land or a patrol boat. Needs an experienced pilot and engineer. Cannot fly in bad weather (wind and rain)









Please present your surveillance plan for the St Helena MPA in the table below. Make sure that it costs less than £500,000 per year!



		Tool

		When used (annually / seasonally / monthly) and why

		Where used (across whole MPA / in zones) and why

		Estimated total cost



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		Total annual cost
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Communications Officer
What is a Communications Officer? 

A communications ofcer is responsible for coordinating the 
external voice and presentation of the MPA. 

This role uses a number of communications channels – like 
newspapers or social media – to communicate key developments 

and messages to different audience groups on island.
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Meet Keara, a communications officer for the Blue Belt 
Programme:

How do communication officers help create and maintain an MPA?

An MPA affects a number of people in different ways – these people need to know how, and why. A 
communications ofcer will help ensure stakeholder groups – like fishers and marine tour operators – 
understand the reasons for why an MPA has been put in place, and are kept informed of key developments.

This is vital, as it is only through the cooperation of these groups that the MPA can operate as it is meant to.

Through news stories, social media updates and visual communications such as videos, the benefits of the 
MPA can be communicated and outlined. This ensures that the local community know why the MPA is in 
place, what it does and the benefits of it for the community.

Example: Scientists have found that whale sharks are returning to St Helena in higher numbers since 
the MPA was established. This means more potential for responsible tourism operators. News of this was 
communicated through channels like newspapers and local events to raise awareness and highlight MPA 
benefits. 

3 skills needed to be a Communications Officer: 
 Strong writing and presentation skills

 Ability to identify a good story

 Good digital skills

Communications Officer

Activity 

The designation of St Helena’s Marine Protected Area is about to be announced. Once in place, the new 
MPA will change the way the ocean around St Helena is managed and looked after. These changes will 
have a big impact on the local community and marine users, like fishers. 

As a Communications Ofcer, it is your task to raise awareness of St Helena’s MPA amongst the population 
of St Helena. They need to know: 

• What is an MPA and why is it being put in place?
• What specifically does the St Helena MPA do? E.g. how big is it, what does it change?
• What does it mean for the future of St Helena and its marine environment?

As part of your communications campaign to increase awareness, content is needed that will help raise 
awareness amongst the local community. Types of communications content can include:  

• An informative video that outlines key messages
• A newspaper article which breaks the news to local people.
• A visual poster that could be put in public spaces across St Helena
• Social media posts that are short, catchy and deliver your key messages in less than 50 words.

Create three pieces of different content that could be used to raise awareness of the new St 
Helena MPA.

Resources to help you:
• Find out more about MPAs: click here
• This website will tell you more about the St Helena MPA: click here

No essential qualifications are required. 
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https://youtu.be/DCcZ3_QJR9Y
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/marine-protected-area/
https://www.sainthelena.gov.sh/2016/public-announcements/st-helenas-marine-protected-area/
https://youtu.be/DCcZ3_QJR9Y


Data Manager
What is a Data Manager? 

During the wide range of different work activities that take place 
across Marine Protected Areas, a huge amount of data is also 
inevitably collected. 

A data manager works to ensure the data collected is stored in an 

effective way, which is accessible and easily managed. 
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Meet Devlin, a data manager for St Helena Government:

3 skills needed to be a Data Manager: 
 Attention to detail

 Digital skills – computer literacy

 Confidence in public speaking

Data Manager

No essential qualifications are 
required. 

Activity 

Using the data collected and analysed during the activities for the Marine Scientist 
and Lawyer roles, complete the standard St Helena Government metadata forms. 

Find the Standard St Helena Government metadata form here:

Think about how these types of data need to be stored, why they are important, and how the 
metadata you are inputting will help.

How do data managers help create and maintain an MPA?

Data is essential for informing how an MPA is managed, and if it is working as needed. A wide range 
of data is needed, from scientific information on the condition of fish populations, to data on the 
enforcement of the rules of the MPA, such as the number of cases of unlawful activity. 

A data manager ensures the data collected is stored in an effective and accessible way. Storing and 
tagging data (using metadata for example) efciently is important, as it reduces chances of data being 
lost, and makes sure that those who need a specific data-set can access what they need. 

Poor data management can lead to decisions being made without knowledge or analysis of the full range 
of evidence available, which can impact the ability of the MPA to work as it should.

Importantly, data also needs to be stored in the correct way that meets data management laws and 
regulations (i.e. making sure the data is protected and only accessible for those who have permission). 

What is data? 

A piece of data is an individual 
item of information or fact, 

which is collected together for 
analysis and research. Data 

can be a huge range of things, 
from personal data (names, 
addresses etc.) too scientific 
data (fish populations etc.) 
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https://youtu.be/_S9wSFLNzZ8
https://youtu.be/_S9wSFLNzZ8

DATA ENTRY

						PLEASE COMPLETE BELOW

		ID		region		SH		The region where the data was collected:
'FK Falklands    SH St. Helena    AC Ascension    TD Tristan da Cunha    SG South Georgia

				organisation		SHG		Codes for departments and organisations: please add only the name of the organisation in few and capital letters.
Examples: 'UCL' (University College London), 'UMAINE' (University of Maine), 'BGS' (British Geological Survey) etc. 
Examples for St Helena: 'GIS', 'SHNT', 'EMD'. Examples for the Falklands: 'AGD', 'EPD', 'PWD', 'FC', 'SAERI'

				id_text				TO BE HIDDEN

				id		0		TO BE HIDDEN - CALCULATED

				uniqueResourceID		SH-SHG-		TO BE HIDDEN - CALCULATED

		Data description		title				Descriptive name of the file. Possibly add the year in the title if the data is collected repeatadly every year or add year and month in case data is collected seasonally. 

				language		eng		eng (english); spa (spanish); fre (french); ita (italian); ger (german)

				abstract 				Should provide a clear and concise statement that enables the reader to understand the content of the dataset. 
e.g. "SSSI in Wales classified by habitat type with the limit of each SSSI recorded as a polygon as at 2001-06-30" 

				topicCategory				Please refer to the worksheet called topicCategory - CLICK HERE

				keyword		Saint Helena, St Helena, 		Use keywords to indicate the general subject area of the data resource provided. Multiple entries are allowed but separated by COMMA e.g. landcover, fields boundaries. Refer to http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet for examples

				temporalExtent				This is the date or date range that identifies the content of the data. It may refer to the period of collection or the date at which the data are current IT MUST BE: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-YYYY if a range period, where possible

				datasetReferenceDate				This is the date that identifies the currency of the publication data.
It MUST BE: YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY where possible

				lineage				Should provide indication of how the data was created. 
The source of the data, the process used to create the data, the method of updating and quality control process.

		Spatial Information		W_long				Latitude and longitude in decimal degrees (dd.ddd) with plus or minus according the position to Greenwich Alternativey use any metric coordinate system (e.g. UTM)
This is obtainable from QGIS under the 'metadata' tab

				S_lat

				E_long

				N_lat

				spatialReferenceSystem		EPSG:4326		ESPG:XXXX. This is obtainable from QGIS. Examples: WGS84, UTM21S, UTM28S, UTM30S
For St. Helena data,  EPSG:32730 or EPSG:4326 is preferred.
CLICK HERE for further information

				X_location		0.00000		TO BE HIDDEN - CALCULATED

				Y_location		0.00000		TO BE HIDDEN - CALCULATED

		Responsibilities, Access, Constraints		responsibleOrganisationName		1) IMS-GIS Data Centre
2) Marine Section in Environment, Natural Resources and Planning department (Saint Helena Govt)		This informs on who is responsible for the data resource 
e.g. Ordnance Survey of Great Britain. Multiple organisations may be provided.

				contactMailAddress		1) imsgismanager@enrd.gov.sh
2) rhys.hobbs@sainthelena.gov.sh		Mail address of the contact organisation or individual. Ensure to have different mail addresses in case the responsible organisations have differ roles 

				responsiblePartyRole		1) custodian, distributor
2) resource provider, owner, user, distributor, originator, point of contact, processor, publisher, author		Role of each responsible organisation. Pick one or many from the list in the responsiblePartyRole worksheet. The party role can be multiple, eg your organisation/department can be owner, distributor and publisher. If it is the case divide between owner and custodian. CLICK HERE for descriptions

				limitationsAccess				Identifies any external restriction on ACCESS to the data
See the list in the limitationsAccess worksheet
CLICK HERE for descriptions

				useConstraints				Describes restrictions on USAGE of the data. Examples include: No conditions apply; not for navigation; to be used for research purposes. See the list in the useConstraints worksheet. 
CLICK HERE for descriptions

		Data information		dataFormat				Defines the type of data:
shape          tiff            jpeg            grid            png                pdf                 csv           excel          word        ascii

				frequencyUpdate				Identifies how often the data resource is updated: continual   daily   weekly   fortnightly   monthly   quarterly   annually   biannually   as needed   irregular   one off   not planned   unknown   not planned - survey completed"

				accuracy				Accuracy of the measurements/data taken during the survey; important to define so that users can use the data correctly for further analysis or in reports: 1 metre, between X and Y metres, more than X metres, less than X metres

				resourceType				Informs whether the data is: dataset; data series (collection of datasets with common specifications); database; nonGeographicalDataset (pdf, word doc or excel file); report

				originalTitle				Original file name. Possibly add the year in the title if the data is collected repeatadly every year or add year/month in case data is collected seasonally. DO NOT LEAVE SPACE: USE UNDERSCORE e.g. seabirdNestMonitoring2013_06

				metadataDate		6/30/21		Date at which the METADATA was created or last updated. USE THE FORM YYYY-MM-DD

				metadataPointContact		rhys.hobbs@sainthelena.gov.sh		Indicates the organisation responsible for the creation and the maintenance of this metadata entry

				status		0		1   COMPLETE   Data has been finalised
0   INCOMPLETE   Data has not been finalised and is still in progress



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































mailto:rhys.hobbs@sainthelena.gov.sh

topicCategory

				CLICK HERE to return to Data Entry

		Code				Name		Description		Examples

		001				biota		flora and/or fauna in natural environment		wildlife, vegetation, biological sciences, ecology, wilderness, sea life,   wetlands, habitat, biological resources

		002				boundaries		legal land descriptions		political and administrative boundaries, governmental units, marine boundaries, voting districts, school districts, international boundaries

		003				climatology - meteorology - atmosphere		processes and phenomena of the atmosphere		cloud cover, weather, climate, atmospheric conditions, climate  change, precipitation

		004				economy		economic activities, conditions and employment		production, labour, revenue, business, commerce, industry, tourism and ecotourism, forestry, fisheries, commercial or subsistence hunting, exploration and exploitation of resources such as minerals, oil and gas

		005				elevation		height above or below sea level		altitude, bathymetry, digital elevation models, slope, derived products, DEMs, TINs

		006				environment		environmental resources, protection and conservation		environmental pollution, waste storage and treatment, environmental impact assessment, monitoring environmental risk, nature reserves, landscape, water quality, air quality, environmental modeling

		007				farming		rearing of animals and/or cultivation of plants		agriculture, irrigation, aquaculture, plantations, herding, pests and  diseases affecting crops and livestock

		008				geoscientific information		information pertaining to earth sciences		geophysical features and processes, geology, minerals, sciences dealing with the composition, structure and origin of the earth's rocks, risks of earthquakes, volcanic activity, landslides, gravity information, soils, permafrost, hydrogeology, groundwater

		009				health		health, health services, human ecology, and safety		disease and illness, factors affecting health, hygiene, substance abuse, mental and physical health, health services, health care providers, public health

		010				imagery base maps earth cover		base maps		land/earth cover, topographic maps, imagery, unclassified images, annotations, digital ortho imagery

		011				inland waters		inland water features, drainage systems and characteristics		rivers and glaciers, salt lakes, water utilization plans, dams, currents, floods and flood hazards, water quality, hydrographic charts, watersheds, wetlands, hydrography

		012				intelligence - military		military bases, structures, activities		barracks, training grounds, military transportation, information collection

		013				location		positional information and services		addresses, geodetic networks, geodetic control points, postal zones and services, place names, geographic names

		014				oceans		features and characteristics of salt water bodies (excluding inland waters)		tides, tidal waves, coastal information, reefs, maritime, outer continental shelf submerged lands, shoreline

		015				planning cadastre		information used for appropriate actions for future use of the land		land use maps, zoning maps, cadastral surveys, land ownership, parcels, easements, tax maps, federal land ownership status, public land conveyance records

		016				society		characteristics of society and culture		settlements, housing, anthropology, archaeology, education, traditional beliefs, manners and customs, demographic data, tourism, recreational areas and activities, parks, recreational trails, historical sites, cultural resources, social impact assessments

		017				structure		man-made construction		buildings, museums, churches, factories, housing, monuments, shops, towers, building footprints, architectural and structural plans

		018				transportation		means and aids for conveying persons and/or goods		roads, airports/airstrips, shipping routes, tunnels nautical charts, vehicle or vessel location, aeronautical charts, railways

		019				utilities - communication		energy, water and waste systems and communications infrastructure and services		hydroelectricity, geothermal, solar and nuclear sources of energy, water purification and distribution, sewage collection and disposal, electricity and gas distribution, data communication, telecommunication, radio, communication networks













































spatialReferenceSystem

				CLICK HERE to return to Data Entry

						code		projected coordinates		location		W_long		E_long		N_lat		S_lat

						EPSG:32728		UTM 28S		Ascension		-18		-12		0		-80

						EPSG:32720		UTM 20S		Falklands west		-66		-60		0		-80

						EPSG:32721		UTM21S		Falklands east		-60		-54		0		-80

						EPSG:32730		UTM 30S		St Helena		-12		-6		0		-80

						EPSG:32728		UTM 28S		Tristan DC		-6		0		0		-80







responsiblePartyRole

				CLICK HERE to return to Data Entry

		ID				Descripion		Detail

		1				resource provider		who supplies the data

		2				custodian		who accepts accountability and responsibility for the data and ensures appropriate care and maintenance of the data

		3				owner		who owns the data

		4				user		who uses the data

		5				distributor		who distributes the data

		6				originator		who created the data

		7				point of contact		who can be contacted for acquiring knowledge about the data

		8				processor		who processed the data in a manner such that the data has been modified

		9				publisher		who published the data

		10				author		who authored the data

						NOTICE: the party role can be multiple, which means that for example your organisation/department can be owner, distributor and publisher.





limitationsAccess

				CLICK HERE to return to Data Entry

		ID				Descripion

		1				Restricted because of environmental sensitivity issue, however data is open to government departments

		2				Restricted because of environmental sensitivity issue, however data is open to members of the department

		3				Restricted because of environmental sensitivity issue, however data is open to researchers on the basis of a research agreement

		4				Restricted because of commercial sensitivity issue, however data is open to government departments

		5				Restricted because of commercial sensitivity issue, however data is open to member of the department

		6				Restricted because of commercial sensitivity issue, however anonymysed data is open to researchers on the basis of a research agreement

		7				Restricted because of defence and military issue

		8				Open access

		9				Restricted because of environmental and commercial sensitivity issues, however data is open to government departments

		10				Restricted because of environmental and commercial sensitivity issues, however data is open to members of the department

		11				Restricted because of environmental and commercial sensitivity issues, however anonymysed data is open to researchers on the basis of a research agreement

						these are only examples feel free to write your own statements





useConstraints

				CLICK HERE to return to Data Entry

		ID				Descripion

		1				Not to be used for navigational purposes

		2				Not for commercial use

		3				To be used for research only

		4				Open, cite source of the data:

		5				Open, cite licence agreement as:

		6				Open, but Intellectual Property Rights apply

		7				Restricted

		8				Restricted, but open subject to prior agreement with responsible organisation. Cite copyright: (c)

		9				Restricted, but open to research with prior agreement with reponsible organisation. Cite copyright: (c)

		10				Open, cite copyright: (c)

						these are only examples feel free to write your own statements
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Meet Rodney, a marine engineer for the Blue Belt Programme:

How do marine engineers help create and maintain an MPA?

Engineers are key to ensuring the work that is required to collect information about an MPA and to 
enforce its rules is completed. A large range of equipment and technology are needed for an MPA to 
achieve its purpose – from enforcement technology like drones, to scientific research equipment like deep 
water cameras.

An engineer is essential to ensuring these work as they should, and carry out crucial functions to the 
maintenance of the Marine Protected Area. Engineers are often particularly needed on large scale 
projects such as marine expeditions and research surveys, as a lot of specialised equipment is needed to 
complete these.

Example: In 2019 RRS Discovery (DY100) came to St Helena to carry out a survey of the MPA to ensure 
managers and scientists could collect new information and data.  Expeditions like DY100 require a large 
range of equipment, for example, underwater cameras, winches to move large equipment and small 
boats. A marine engineer is needed to operate and maintain these pieces of equipment.  

3 skills needed to be a Marine Engineer: 
 Practical and hands on skills

 Problem solver

 Perseverance

Marine Engineer

Activity  

1. Choose two pieces of equipment or technology in the St Helena Marine Section that are needed to 
support an MPA. Once you have chosen two, conduct some research into what their purpose is and how 
they are used. Make notes on what you find.
 
2. Look for two other products outside of the marine unit that are used on a larger scale for marine 
purposes (e.g. a winch on the dockside). Conduct research and make notes on what you find.

3. Create a three page case-study based report which outlines your findings on the four pieces 
of equipment you have researched. For each case study, consider:

a. How they compare and contrast to other pieces of equipment.
b. What are the benefits and limitations of each piece of equipment?
c. What additional resource or cost would be needed to use the equipment? 

Resources to help you: 

More information on Marine Engineer roles: click here  

Examples of technology and kit maintained by engineers:
• Wave Glider
• CTD instrument
• Argo floats
• Fixed moorings for environmental monitoring 
• Manta trawl net

Marine Engineer
What is a Marine Engineer? 

An engineer is someone who designs, builds, or maintains 
machines or structures. A number of machines and pieces of 
technology – like boats, cameras and scientific equipment – are 
needed to maintain a Marine Protected Area. 

It is the engineer’s role to ensure these work as they need to, 
allowing the necessary work and research on a Marine Protected 

Area to be undertaken.

Essential qualifications:
 Engineering (there are multiple specialisms 
available) degree, or equivalent experience through 
apprenticeships for example. 
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https://youtu.be/3MR0UOTXsKM
https://www.marineinsight.com/careers-2/what-is-marine-engineering/
https://www.boeing.com/defense/autonomous-systems/wave-glider/index.page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CTD_(instrument)
https://argo.ucsd.edu/about/
https://www.trelleborg.com/en/marine-and-infrastructure/products-solutions-and-services/marine/docking-and-mooring/environmental-monitoring/oceanographic-monitoring-systems
https://www.kc-denmark.dk/products/manta-net/manta-trawl-net,-70-x-30-cm.aspx
https://youtu.be/3MR0UOTXsKM


Quickfire Quiz:

Do you think you’d enjoy a career in any of the marine roles outlined 
in this pack? 

If so, don’t hesitate to ask the St Helena Marine Section for more detail about how you can get 
involved and build the skills needed to reach these roles. 

Regardless of the career journey you take in the future, it is important to remember that we all 
have a role to play when it comes to protecting our oceans. Each of us needs to be responsible 
stewards of our oceans to ensure they ocean remain healthy and productive for future generations.
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How many of the roles have you learnt about so far?
Once you have learnt about and completed the activity for each of the roles above, discuss what you have 
learnt with other students or a member of the St Helena Marine Section. Use the questions below to guide your 
conversation. 

1. What is a Marine Protected Area (MPA)?

2. Why is protecting the ocean so important? Give two examples.  

3. How does a marine scientist help protect an ocean environment?

4. What does the job of a satellite data analyst involve? 

5. Why is it important to store data correctly and efficiently? 

6. Name two job-roles that are important for ensuring the rules of a Marine Protected Area are abided 
by.

7. What communication channels might an MPA Communications Officer use to inform St Helena 
citizens of a new announcement? 

8. How does a marine engineer help to ensure an MPA can function as needed?

9. Why are policies needed when creating and maintaining an MPA?

10.  What was your favourite role, and why?

For more information about work taking place in St Helena:
Web: www.sainthelena.gov.sh
Facebook: www.facebook.com/GOASHT
Twitter: @GO_ASHT  

For more information about the Blue Belt Programme:
Web: www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-blue-belt-programme 
Email: Bluebelt@cefas.co.uk 
Twitter: @UKGovBlueBelt 

http://www.sainthelena.gov.sh/
https://www.facebook.com/GOASHT
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-blue-belt-programme
http://Bluebelt@cefas.co.uk
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